The Golden land
Holiday In Myanmar!

!

By Anna Magyar!

After so many years in total isolation from the rest of the
world Myanmar has just opened its doors and there is
already high demand from tourist to discover this very
special and unique country. Prepare yourself for a time
travel to a land where lots of people live without
electricity or running water, where they go to a local
market instead of the shopping malls, where there is
only one doctor for hundred thousand people, where the
bank card is almost unknown, where manual labor is
used in many aspect of life, where you can forget about
DOs & DON’Ts!
using your FB page and smart phone. Myanmar is truly a
Arrange a visa in advance!
land with many contradictions. It is hard to see the
Bring enough crispy USD bills!
poverty and the harsh living conditions. They might be
Exchange sufficient local currency !
very poor, but their souls are so rich. I have never seen
Book your hotel and flight on time!
so many happy smiles and received such a kindness as
Bring along basic medicines!
in Burma.!
Use local travel agencies for your
The country is huge but not all of the territories can be
bookings!
visited or advisable to visit. We travelled from Singapore
Have a good travel insurance!
to Yangon, to the formal capital. From there we flew to
Remove your shoes before entering a
Bagan and to Inle lake. !
temple!
Don’t wear revealing clothes in
temples!
If needed use hotel doctor, don't go to
a public hospital!
Bring an electric converter!
Bring a torch because of frequent
power failure!
No kissing at public places!
Don't point with fingers!
Don't talk about politics !
Don't point to anyone or a statue with
your feet!
Bargain always!

Yangon

There is no other country which deserves the name
‘’Golden land’’ more than Myanmar. You see the
thousands of golden pagodas already from the airplane.
We started to discover the city on foot to absorb the
atmosphere. The city seemed to me more clean and
organized than I had expected. The traffic is not as hectic
as you might think. The main attraction is the
Shwedagon pagoda. The allegedly 2.500 years old
temple complex is amazing, we wondered around for
hours. It is an astonishing sight when the several golden
stupas reflect the light of the descending sun. It was very
interesting to observe the local people during their visit in
the temple: they were
Tip: visit
eating, playing or
Shwedagon pagoda
sleeping. Obviously
during one of the many
pagodas
play a very
festivals
important and very natural
part of their everyday life. You
can pay a visit to many beautiful pagodas if
you have the time. Although I suggest to spend
only 1-2 days in this city, there are too many other
activities. We returned to Yangon on our last day and
we tried to spend our remaining currency, especially
the kyat as we are not allowed to bring it out of the
country. We bought great souvenirs at the Scott
market. This huge market place is highly
recommended, they offer more quality clothes, jewelry, crafts than any other places.!

!

Bagan
This city played an important role during the middle ages. Once more than 10.000 Buddhist shrines
existed, today still over 2.000 can be visited. They are so many different style of stupas. It is the
most stunning sight I have ever seen. We visited the
temples on foot, by car, by horse car. Bicycle or horse
car are very popular because it gives the chance to
see the temples on the smaller roads. The bigger
shrines can be crowded but if you are adventurous
enough you can discover the area for yourself and go
on foot or by bike. We had a local guide which helped
us a lot to gather more information about this
magnificent place. We admired the buildings
especially during sunset and

sunrise. We had climbed one of
the bigger ones and stood there
Tip: stay in Old Bagan to
admiring how the buildings
be close to the
mirrored the sunshine and filled
archeological site & visit
the area with different lighting.
New Bagan for a nice
dinner
One of our three day long stay we had the opportunity to see the
same effect from a small boat during a sunset cruise. Our guide
took us to a lacquer shop where we learn to appreciate the special handmade items. The
manufacture process can take from a few weeks up to months. We could not resist to purchase a
few crafts.!
Our accommodation, The River view Hotel
was right in the middle of the archeological site
with a thousand years’ old temple in the
garden and it had an amazing river view. Our
stay was truly unforgettable.!

Tip: Learn the burmese
greeting: ‘’Mingalarbar!’’. It is
a very warm and friendly
salute. It means: have good
things on to you, be blessed!

Tip: Try the
excellent local
beer and some
speciality such as
tea leaf salad

Inle lake

!
!

Domestic flights:!
Air Bagan!
Air KBZ!
Yangon Airways!
Asian Wing!

Our third destination was Inle lake which we
reached by air as well. The bus might have been an
alternative but the long ride and the bumpy roads
were not appealing. The flight with the small
propeller airplane was not bad at all.!

Air Mandalay!
Tip:
confirm
your flight
Inke lake is situated
one day
before the trip
1000 m above sea
as they change
level and it is
the schedule all the
time
surrounded

by beautiful
mountains. It is a great area for hiking or
tasting the local wine. Not to mention
the view, which is amazing. We spent
three wonderful days at the lake. We
had several boat rides with a local guide
and we discovered the regional life. We visited the vivid local market. We admired the
famous ‘’one legged fishermen’’, who use a special technique, they control the boat with
one leg to free the arms for fishing. We learnt how they produce tomatoes on the floating
gardens. We visited a few traditional work-shops and watched the handmade production
process of cherokee, silver jewelry, silk and rice snack. We loved the beautiful nature, the
peace and harmony. We were amazed by the thousand years’ old wooden monastery and
the ancient stupas. We had a marvelous holiday!

